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Introduction

- Details of many planetary interior compositions remain unknown.
- Simulations predict superionic ice in Jovian planets, but accessing these conditions experimentally is challenging [1-3].
- Objective: develop a method for extending experimental access to extreme conditions found in planetary interiors.

Method of Analysis

- The MoC reduces PDEs to ODEs along specific paths, enabling solutions to 1D nonlinear hydrodynamics.
- The Riemann problem describes a system after diaphragm release.
- The analysis leverages the MoC with a boundary condition from the Riemann problem. A calorically perfect gas is assumed.

Results: Single Step

- An intermediate step enables a stronger shock in the target material than without the step until reflected waves weaken it.
- Optimal shock strengthening occurs when the step density is the geometric mean of the densities of the left and right materials.

Results: Multiple Steps

- Incorporating multiple steps can further strengthen the shock.
- Exponential density profiles optimize shock strengthening.

Method

- The MoC is a theoretical approach for shock strengthening in high-energy-density laser compression experiments.
- Density steps can be used to locally strengthen shock waves.
- For one step, a density $\rho_s = \sqrt{\rho_L \rho_R}$ maximizes the shock strength.
- Exponential density profiles yield optimal shock strengthening, enabling access to new experimental states of matter.

Conclusions and Acknowledgement

- A semianalytical method was developed to explore shock strengthening in anvil-based laser compression experiments.
- Density steps can be used to locally strengthen shock waves.
- For one step, a density $\rho_s = \sqrt{\rho_L \rho_R}$ maximizes the shock strength.
- Exponential density profiles optimize shock strengthening, enabling access to new experimental states of matter.
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